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Geronimo
Stilton, where
another funny
adventure is
always right
around the
corner. Each
book is a fast-
paced adventure
with lively art
and a unique
format kids
7-10 will
love.I was so
excited about
Christmas, I
could squeak!
My favorite
nephew Benjamin
was going to
come over, and
we were
planning to
trim the tree
and eat lots of
delicious
holiday Cheesy
Chews. But
before you
could say "cat
alert,"
disaster
struck! I

slipped over my
tail and ended
up in the
hospital. And
then my mouse
hole caught on
fire! Holey
cheese, this
was turning out
to be the worst
Christmas
ever....

The Super Chef
Contest Geronimo
Set 4
I have never been
a brave mouse...
but lately, my
fears were taking
over my life! Soon
I was too afraid
even to leave my
mousehole. That's
when Thea and
Trap decided to
cure me. They
dragged me away
on an airplane
(I’m afraid of
flying!) all the way
to the jungle.

There I was forced
to eat bug soup,
climb trees as high
as skyscrapers,
swim in raging
rivers, and even
wrangle snakes!
How would a
’fraidy mouse like
me ever survive?
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Geronimo and
Trap decide to
start making
organic honey
with the help
of some
beekeepers.
When the
honey is ready,
they face up
against the evil
Madam No.
Geronimo Stilton
Special Edition:
The Hunt for the
Curious Cheese
Scholastic Inc.
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* Over 140 million
copies sold
worldwide * Good
for reluctant readers
due to illustrative
typeset *
Educational edge as
books contain facts
about various places
* Activity packs
available to
accompany certain
titles* More fun and
games online at ww
w.geronimostilton.c
om/UK
Geronimo Stilton
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Geronimo's
adventurous sister,
Thea, narrates this
fabulous adventure
that's packed with
action, mystery, and
friendship!During a
marine biology
lesson at Mouseford
Academy, the Thea
Sisters learn about a

mysterious shipwreck
off Whale Island.
According to legend,
a very rare diamond
called Jasmine's
Heart was on the ship
when it sank. When
biology teacher
Professor Van
Kraken disappears,
the Thea Sisters have
to dive into the deep
ocean to find him
and the jewel. And
just when they think
their adventures are
over, the Thea Sisters
receive an invitation
to travel to China to
find another missing
treasure. It's an
adventure these five
world-traveling mice
will never forget!
All Because of a Cup
of Coffee Scholastic
Paperbacks
When you're with
Geronimo Stilton, it's
always a fabumouse
adventure! It was my

birthday! I was out with
my family and friends
celebrating when I
realized, someone had
replaced all my money
with phony bills. I
couldn’t pay for my
cheesecake! Could
Hercule and I track
down the prankster
before it ruined my
special day?
The Haunted Castle
Scholastic Inc.
The Super Chef
Contest
Scholastic Inc.
Geronimo tries to
help his cousin
Trap when he
enters the Super
Chef contest, but
seems to have no
idea how to cook.
The Super Chef
Contest Scholastic
Australia
When you're with
Geronimo Stilton, it's
always a fabumouse
adventure! The bees
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were buzzing on the
Stilton family farm this
summer! Trap and I
were learning how to
make out own honey
to enter the Sweet
Taste of Mouse Island
contest. But the
competition was fierce
and someone was
trying to ruin our
harvest. Can we figure
out who before the
situation gets stickier?
A Cheese-colored
Camper Scholastic
Paperbacks
When you're with
Geronimo Stilton, it's
always a fabumouse
adventure!
Mouse Overboard!
(Geronimo Stilton
#62) Scholastic Inc.
When you're with
Geronimo Stilton,
it's always a
fabumouse
adventure!
Merry Christmas,
Geronimo!

(Geronimo Stilton
#12) Scholastic Inc.
Each Geronimo
Stilton book is fast-
paced, with lively
full-color art and a
unique format kids
7-10 will love.
Rancid rat hairs!
I'd been spending
so much money
lately, I had none
left in the bank!
Even worse, when
my grandfather
found out, he sent
me off to Moldy
Manor. There,
miserly Uncle
Stingysnout would
give me a crash
course in saving.
Yikes! Could I
learn to be less
wasteful without
turning totally
stingy?
The Stinky Cheese

Vacation Puffin
When he hears
reports of a ghost
haunting New
Mouse City's
subway tunnels,
Geronimo sets out
to investigate the
story.
Scholastic Inc.
After a terrible day at
the office,
Geronimo's nephew
Benjamin convinces
him to stand in line
outside the new
Crooked Whiskers
Shopping Centre to
get one of the free hi-
fi headphone sets
being given to every
customer. Once
Geronimo and
Benjamin put on
their headphones,
they can't stop
singing and dancing-
and buying
everything they can
get their paws on!
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Something strange is
going on-will
Geronimo figure it
out before it's too
late?
The Cheese
Experiment Scholastic
Inc.
When you're with
Geronimo Stilton, it's
always a fabumouse
adventure! Mouse
Island is having its first
ever film festival!
Everyone is waiting for
Mousin Scorsese's
new movie. But as
soon as the lights go
out, the movie goes
missing! Can
Geronimo catch the
thief?
Red Pizzas for a Blue
Count Scholastic
Inc.
Describes the
characteristics and
habits of the bird
chosen as the
national emblem of
the United States.

The Super Scam
Scholastic Inc.
My family and I
traveled to Milan,
Italy, for a special
event: the unveiling
of the precious
ancient parchment
containing the
secret, original
recipe for
panettone, a
traditional sweet
holiday bread. But
right before the big
moment, the recipe
was stolen! And the
thief was
masquerading as...
me! Could I catch
the thief and clear
my name?
The Mona Mousa
Code Scholastic
Inc.
My family and I,
Geronimo Stilton,
were invited to

Lisbon, Portugal, to
retrace the journey
of the great explorer
Vasco da Gama.
He was the first
European to reach
India by sea -- and
was apparently an
ancestor of the
Stiltons! But once
we got on the boat,
I learned that
someone was trying
to sabotage the
voyage. Could I
figure out who?
The Super Chef
Contest Scholastic
Inc.
When a band of cat
pirates descends on
New Mouse City
with the intention of
stealing the Statue of
Liberty, which they
think is made
entirely of gold,
Geronimo Stilton
and his friend
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resolve to protect the
city's precious
symbol. Original.
Geronimo Stilton
Spacemice #2:
You're Mine,
Captain! Scholastic
Inc.
* Over 140 million
copies sold
worldwide * Good
for reluctant readers
due to illustrative
typeset *
Educational edge as
books contain facts
about various places
* Activity packs
available to
accompany certain
titles* More fun and
games online at www
.geronimostilton.co
m/UK
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